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Funny hand motion gif

This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. The world's largest library of animated GIFs and stickers is now on your mobile phone! GIPHY for iOS is the fastest, easiest way to search and share GIFs, stickers and short form videos on all your favorite social channels like iMessage, Facebook
Messenger and many others. Faster than ever, but still wicked easily. Now with the autoplay/off switch for those annoying moments spent on poor connection to between the web and 3D touch for quick access. Alternatively, create your own custom content using our new Sticker Maker (iOS 12 and newer) or built-in
GIPHY Cam features. GIPHY is also optimized for iOS containing iMessage extensions (for your texts), as well as a new keyboard extension (iOS 11 and newer), allowing you to access GIPHY on your keyboard and send GIFs in any app that hosts media (text, email, messengers, social platforms and more!). SEARCH •
Find the perfect GIF from the world's largest library of animated GIFs! All the power of GIPHY is in your hands. What are you waiting for?! • Search with Emojis for the perfect GIFEXPLORE reaction • From Game of Thrones to The Hunger Games, discover the world of pop culture - memes, TV, movies, music and more -
from all your favorites such as HBO, Drake, Rihanna, Comedy Central and MTV...• Catch all highlight GIFs from your favorite sportCREATE • Use the new Sticker Maker (iPhone X and up) to create custom content for all your layer needs to download and decorate existing content directly from the camera• Shoot your
own GIF content using built-in GIPHY Cam features• Add captions, stickers, filters and other accessoriesTEXT, SHARE or SAVE• Text your friends' amazing GIFs and short form videos• Share gifs on Facebook Messenger, Instagram, Pinterest, in an email, tweet it on Twitter , or post it to Facebook.• Copy to clipboard or
save it for later camera copy! REACT • Text emoji just not cutting it anymore? Need a better way to say lol? Maybe you just want to say thumbs up, yes!, happy birthday, or deal with it. We have a GIF for this. ANIMATED STICKERS • Static emoji is so old news, share animated GIF stickers instead! GIPHY for
IMESSAGE + KEYBOARD EXTENSION • Do all of the above without leaving iMessage!• Choose from the curator's reaction list or search the entire GIPHY database for the perfect GIIF or sticker to send • View funny stickers and press them for a long time to clean up and stick on top of another message • Find the GIF or
sticker you love? Double-tap to save your favorites for easy access laterSound any questions? Comments? Issues? Giphy.com for more information or contact us at the support@giphy.com! December 9, 2020 version 4.0.3 We update the app every few weeks to keep it fresh! Some things we never stop doing are code
cleanup, bug fixes, and general optimization. See something weird? We will receive an email support@giphy.com and we will help you. With this beautifully cropped app app perfect GIF could not be easier. Browse popular picks or search for a massive library, then share your favorite GIF-tastic reaction shots, animal
vileness, memes, and more at the touch. Giphy is so fast and simple, it almost makes words feel outdated. **upgrade to update** no more issues as of late. Back to 5 stars!**update * freeze and update crash fixed, but the GIFs I try to use in iMessage, all cut very briefly so you don't really see it all. The preview shows it
all, but cuts it off when it's selected. * Never had a problem with it working before, but to date the app crashes at startup every time, even after restarting my phone. Part of the messaging is also frozen in iMessages. At the moment, completely unusable. It's a bumper. Are you still experiencing any of these problems? If
you send data and your device/OS to support@giphy.com we can check it! UPDATE: The response I received from customer support was to uninstall and reboot the app, which was the solution every time it happened. I drop my rating from 4 to 2 as this is not an acceptable solution to the problem that happens with
almost every update. After updating the app, the icon on the keyboard (messaging app, etc.) turns into a small white icon. It's the only app I've had this problem with, and although it's nothing more than a cosmetic problem as of now, the case still stands that it shouldn't be happening nearly every update. Original review:
This is by far my favorite GIF app out there. My only problem with it is that it seems that any other update that pushes out violates the app's keyboard feature in messages. I'm not the only one with this problem. I have several family members and friends who also see the same question. Already email support and happy
to update my review if this problem is resolved, but as I said, it seems that all other updates are happening. Developer Giphy, Inc., has indicated that the app's privacy practices may include data processing as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be collected
and related to your identity: Contact information User Content Search History IDs The methods of diagnosing usage data Privacy Practices may vary, for example, depending on the features you use or age. Learn more About developer app privacy policies Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Make a GIF
with a free app for GIF creators on the iPhone and iPad! ImgPlay will be your favorite &amp;amp; video solutions! ImgPlay can be your converter, splitter and editor for GIF &amp;amp; Video! You can easily set up a GIF when you do a GIF with video, Live Photo &amp; burst. Combine and sign GIFs to make funny
memes! If your GIF is ready, share it with iMessage, Messenger, Whatsapp, Instagram, Twitter and Tumblr directly! Are you ready to play with a cool GIF? Everyone makes their daily moments creative and fun and share them with friends. Share a GIF or instant messenger, Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr or any
other apps you like!-Key Features-GIF or Video Creation:• Using Live Photo• Using Serial Photos • Photo Photo (Slideshows)• Partial Video Editing Features • Partial GIF Editing Features • Video Recording Tools • Importing from Wi-Fi, iTunes &amp; DropboxFour Camera Modes:• Hands Free, Normal, Boomerang, Stop
MotionCanvas Style:• 1:1, 4:5, 9:16 (Instagram Story Size), 1.91:1 (Facebook Size), 2:1 (Twitter Size)• 16:9, 3:4, 4:3, 2:3, 3:2, 1:2• 6 Different meme styles, including AutoText area • Various styles of canvas style, including text cut canvasFrame View:• Check GIF &amp; Video footage is easy • Order drag and drop
frames • Easily combine photos, GIFs, videos &amp;amp; Live Photo with Press + ButtonCaptions &amp;Amp; Text:• Add text to &amp;amp; GIF Video • Add custom fonts directly • 20 different animated texts with circular options • different fontsFun stickers &amp;amp; Overlay image :• Customize the sticker with your
own &amp;amp; photos GIF• 23 Different Animated Motion Sticker with Cyclical Variant • Downloadable Fantastic Stickers Packs • Use Copied Image for Sticker copy &amp;amp; Paste from clipboardAddition effects in detail:• Adjust brightness, contrast, saturation, heat and sharpness• 37 different filtersMake GIFs and
videos fun:• Sketch with pen pattern • Speed control (0.02sec-1sec) for GIF/Video• Change playback direction (Forward, back, back and forth)• Trim video • Color or Patterned background • Rotate, Crop and flip• Adjust frames per second (5, 10, 15, 20, 24, 30) while editing or trimming videosSaving &amp;amp; Share
easily and quickly :• Number of cycles (Infinite or 1, 3, 5 times)• Save GIF as video file or Save video as GIF file• Save GIF/Video to photo gallery in the right size • Quickly share GIFs/videos on Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, TikTok, WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Weibo, WeChat, QQ, etc. • Automatically collapse
files to download them for Twitter and WeChatImgPlay for iMessage (Over iOS 10):• Send GIFs/videos from the camera roll directly without leaving your iMessage conversation We always love hearing from you. If you are enjoying ImgPlay, please leave us feedback. Errors? Feedback? Offers? Feel free to contact us.
Email: imgplay.ios@imgbase.meTwitter: #imgplayFacebook: November 4, 2020 Version 5.5.10 - Bug Fixes &amp;amp; Yuzging ImprovementSoon use of ImgPlay, go to the GIF maker app! The easiest way to make a GIF for texting on an iPhone! A beginner can make the best GIFs, and a professional can use the
features If you are enjoying ImgPlay, please leave us feedback. It will be so much useful for us! We loved it. I wanted to do a gif for my favourite mobile game, Celtic Heroes, but I couldn't do it without showing a hot bar, health and mini-card. So I specifically searched for an app that had good reviews and I could increase
c. Other programs that I tried / looked at I thought this app doesn't have this feature, that's why I'm so happy with this app! Now I have some really awesome GIF of my Celtic hero on her black stele with her white wolf next to her while the dragon slips behind! Also, I could add a beautiful text with the name of my text. I
really like it! ❤️A sure thing I would suggest is to make pruning more accurate. I would trim it first and find it a little bit when I went to trim it. But it's not a big deal. Great app, love it, download it, have fun with it!  Hello, thank you for your support and amazing review! We'll look at the trimming function until more
accurate later.  I paid for about the version of this app a while ago and then it dropped out of my regular rotation of use, so it was removed from my phone, but the icon remained. When I went to use it again, it was able to download from the cloud, but the app wouldn't open in my phone, so I came to the App Store to
find it and couldn't. Instead there was this app, with the same name and features and icon. So I download this app, and of course there is almost no functionality with the free version. I went to check to resume purchases to see if my professional version would be logged and it wasn't. Now the app is pretty useful, or at
least it was in the iteration I last used, but I'm very embarrassed by the problem. It's only ~$5 to upgrade sure, but it's really a principle thing, isn't it? Who wants to bring any number of changes to something twice? It certainly carried out the idea and is even more bitter at it. I would like to know what all these shenanigans
mean before deciding where to squander my coin. Hello, thank you for buying the ImgPlay app. You can resume your previous purchase. We regret your confusion. We think you're an ImgPlay Legacy user, so you can't restore it directly to the ImgPlay Free App. ImgPlay had two applications a long time ago, ImgPlay
Free (in the pro app), ImgPlay Legacy(Pro). Follow these instructions to resume buying the ImgPlay Legacy app. How to resume your previous purchase1. AppStore &gt; Account(right top icon) &gt; Purchased &gt; Find ImgPlay Legacy and download it.2 Open ImgPlay Legacy once. (Don't delete it before you do any
further) 3. Download ImgPlay free version. ( 4. Open the ImgPlay app, go to the Pro page and click Resume Purchases5. You can now restore the ImgPlay Legacy items, No Watermark, and Ads, all filters and use them. (Updating All-Pro features should pay an additional fee) We made a system connected inside both
applications. Once restored, this may allow you to uninstall the ImgPlay Legacy program. Whenever you change your iPhone device or uninstall the free ImgPlay app, you can restore the ImgPlay Legacy, top instructions. If this information can't help you, please let us know the attached receipts to find out what your
purchase is for sure. We will wait for your email. E-mail:imgplay.ios@imgbase.me I really like this app app has many features and allows you to convert from and from numerous formats. The user interface is also very good. Now I will list the problems / missing functions in order of importance:1. One of the additional
features that I would really appreciate is the ability to set the original GIF characteristics during the save process, for example: resolution, frame rate (I understand that this can be set globally, but I would very much prefer to be able to manipulate it during the output process), index palette (number of colors, susceptible,
adaptive, custom, web, etc., similar to the GIF parameters in Adob Animate) and shivering (error diffusion, noise, halftone, none again, similar to Adob Animate Animate) 2. The original GIF compression seems disabled (possibly due to background selections made in 1. above). When comparing the size of the source file
with GIFs created with other tools, it seems really large on high or medium quality (and there is a huge and noticeable decline at a low level). 3. It would also be nice to be able to adjust things like sharpness/noise, contrast, brightness, saturation/vibration, shadows/glare, hue/tempo, 4. Editing GIF frames behind-the-
scenes, ideally as layers similar to using GIMP. Thanks again for the great app and I hope to see further development. Hi. Thank you for using ImgPlay and we appreciate your detailed feedback. Haver have you ever tried our updated version (newer than v5.0, now v5.0.3)? Please check our comment as follows as of:1.
In the updated version, you can change the frame rate and index palette. We'll look to add other output specifications too in the future.2. We have improved the GIF compression on the updated version. You can also save the file to the desired size in the next version. We will continue to improve compression. 3. In the
updated version, you can adjust the effect such as brightness, contrast, saturation, heat and sharpening!4. In the updated version, you can delegate a frame or rearrange a frame. But we do not support the layer function yet. We'll check to see if we can add this feature in the future. Thank you so much for your feedback

 Developer, ImgBase, Inc., did not provide details about its privacy policy and data processing for Apple. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The developer will have to provide privacy information when they send their next app update. Developer Website Support Privacy Policy Policy
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